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ABSTRACT
Fecal contamination in estuaries has become an increasing concern worldwide. The use 
of wetlands for wastewater treatment has expanded due to their natural ability to 
improve water quality by removing suspended sediments, nutrients, and fecal bacteria. 
In general, most of the removal occurs through deposition and accumulation in the 
wetland substrate. This would suggest that wetlands are effective filters for fecal 
coliform transported from terrestrial environments to surface waters. It has also been 
hypothesized, however, that wetlands may be an intermittent source of fecal coliform in 
tidal systems as a result of wildlife deposition and /or accumulation from terrestrial 
sources. To investigate the role of tidal wetlands in fecal coliform loadings from small 
estuarine systems, this project examines the difference between monitoring data and 
modeling data for shellfish growing areas in Virginia. Results suggest that models 
should treat tidal wetlands as discrete components of contributing watersheds, rather 
than assuming they can be grouped with forested land areas. Tidal wetlands’ role in 
fecal coliform transport could be embodied through the net sediment transport between 
tidal wetland and adjacent coastal water. When the tidal wetland substrate is 
resuspended, what happens to the water quality? Do tidal wetlands contribute to and 
how they contribute to the high amount of fecal coliform (FC) in shellfish harvesting 
zone? To address these questions, Loading Simulation Program C++ (LSPC) and a 
hydrodynamic model - Tidal Prism Water Quality Model were used to simulate fecal 
coliform transport through the watershed (including wetlands) and coastal waters with
the support of the project of Development of Shellfish TMDLs for Virginia. The error 
analysis, that is the discrepancy between the model prediction and observation data, 
will then be used to explore the sinks and/or sources of fecal pollution in tidal marshes. 
Seasonal variation of fecal coliform concentrations in shellfish growing water and 
model sensitivity tests will be analyzed and discussed surrounding this issue.
x
Tidal Wetland Contributions to Fecal Coliform Loads 
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2INTRODUCTION
TMDL Project
With the growing public awareness and concern for controlling water pollution, 
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendment was passed in 1972. As amended 
in 1977, this law became commonly known as the Clean Water Act (CWA). This Act 
established basic regulations for discharges of pollution into waters of the United 
States. As the technology-based (or effluent based) controls implemented on point 
sources under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), 
dramatically reduced water pollution in the 1970s and 1980s, the critical problems 
caused by the non-point source pollution became evident. During the 1980s, citizen 
organizations began bringing legal actions against EPA seeking the listing of areas as 
“impaired waters” and development of Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) plans, as 
specified in Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. In 1998, the American Canoe 
Association and the American Littoral Society filed a complaint against EPA for failure 
to comply with the provisions of §303(d) of the Clean Water Act in Virginia (Virginia 
TMDL Program Report, 2000). As a result, EPA signed a Consent Decree with the 
plaintiffs in 1999 that contains Virginia’s TMDL development schedule through the 
year 2010. To date, there have been about 40 legal actions in 38 states. EPA is under 
court order or consent decrees in many states to ensure that TMDLs are established 
either by the states or by EPA (EPA, 2003). The objective of a TMDL is attainment of
3ambient water quality standards through the control of both point and non-point sources 
of pollution. (WSTBSC, 2001).
TMDL refers to the “total maximum daily load of a pollutant that a water body 
can receive and still meet water quality standards. A TMDL plan also allocates 
pollutant loadings among point and non-point pollutant sources (WSTBSC, 2001). 
Water quality standards consists of two parts: (1) a specific desired use appropriate to 
the water body, termed a designated use, (e.g. shellfish harvesting); and (2) a criterion 
that can be measured to establish whether the designated use can be achieved 
(WSTBSC, NRC, 2001). Under the CWA Section 303(d), each state is to identify those 
waters or parts thereof within its boundaries in which controls on discharges are not 
stringent enough to assure protection and propagation of a balanced indigenous 
population of shellfish, fish, and wildlife. In Virginia, about 250 shellfish growing 
waters have been identified as impaired for shellfish harvesting, as shown in Figure 1. 
With the implementation of TMDLs, the goal is to bring these impaired water bodies 
back into compliance with water quality standards for safely harvesting shellfish. 
Currently the recommended criteria for shellfish harvesting waters is a 30-day log mean 
of 14 fecal coliform organisms per 100 milliliters (mL) with no more than 10 percent of 
samples exceeding 43 fecal coliform per lOOmL (NSSP, 2003). These levels are 
determined through a Most Probable Number (MPN) method (APHA, 1999). The 
criteria are implemented as a running geometric mean of the last 30 sampling days not 
to exceed 14MPN/100ml and the estimated 90th percentile shall not exceed an MPN of 
43/100ml for a five tube decimal dilution test (or an MPN of 49/100ml for a three tube 
decimal dilution test) by using the Systematic Random Sampling Strategy (SRS).
4Pathogens
Shellfish contributed to the food supply of Native Americans and were a staple in 
the diet of early coastal residents because they could easily be harvested year round 
(Cook, 1991). Many commercially important shellfish resources, such as clams, 
mussels and oysters, grow in shallow, near-shore estuarine waters. These waters 
frequently receive both treated and untreated human waste, as well as wild and 
domestic animal wastes delivered in runoff from the watershed following rainfall 
events. Because shellfish are filter feeders, they can accumulate pathogenic 
microorganisms from water impacted by fecal pollution and become a vector for 
pathogenic disease transmission. Public health concerns about the consumption of 
shellfish exist because shellfish are frequently consumed raw or partially cooked. 
Between 1900 and 1986 in the United States there were 12,376 documented cases of 
bivalve shellfish-borne disease, not including cases of paralytic shellfish poisoning 
(Cook, 1991). Bacterial pathogens of concern in harvested shellfish are generally 
members of the bacterial family, Enterobacteriaceae, derived principally from human 
or animal fecal pollution (Berg, 1978). Members of the Salmonella, Shigella genera are 
most likely to be found in polluted shellfish waters.
Fecal Coliform as an Indicator
Fecal coliform concentrations in natural waters have been used as an indicator of 
potential pathogenic contamination since at least the 1890’s (Whipple, 1917). As early 
as 1914, the U.S. Public Health Service adopted the coliform group as an indicator of 
fecal contamination of drinking water (Gerba, 1987). The relative risk of pathogen 
presence can be roughly indicated by the amount of fecal coliforms present, which can
5be detected and enumerated. “It is believed, therefore, that the most favorable method 
of reducing the danger of infection from the ingestion of raw hard clams is through the 
adoption of an arbitrary standard that would reduce to a satisfactory degree the 
estimated coliform content of the annual production of Raritan Bay hard clams”(Kehr 
etal. 1941).
Fecal coliform is operationally defined as a group of enteric bacteria from warm­
blooded animals, which can produce acid gas by fermenting lactose at 44.5 °C. This 
group consists mostly of Escherichia coli (E. coli), which is a specific type of fecal 
coliform. Fecal coliform bacteria are used as indicators of domestic pollution in 
shellfish growing waters, because they were traditionally thought not to survive long as 
free-living organisms meaning that their presence indicated recent addition of fecal 
material. The direct detection and isolation of certain pathogenic bacteria can involve 
costly and time-consuming procedures (APHA et al., 1985). For other pathogens, like 
Salmonella typhi, there is no accurate and selective method for the recovery of the 
organism, and there is no ability to predict its occurrence in sewage effluent (Kator and 
Rhodes, 1991). Although fecal coliforms display a survival pattern similar to that of 
bacterial pathogens, their usefulness as indicator of protozoan or viral contamination is 
limited (Mara and Horan, 2003).
Model Introduction
The main strategy for rapidly improving water quality is the development and 
implementation of TMDL plans to manage water quality on a watershed scale. To 
improve water quality and remove FC to meet the shellfish-growing standard in the 
water body, an assessment of the relative contribution of different sources of fecal
6pollution is necessary. A tool for TMDL development has been provided by integrating 
a watershed-loading model - Loading Simulation Program C++ (LSPC) and a 
hydrodynamic model - Tidal Prism Water Quality Model (TPWQM) into a convenient 
PC-based interface (Shen et al., 2002). Using this integrated tool simulates hydrology 
and fecal coliform transport through different kinds of land uses within a watershed.
The loading contribution from uplands is dynamically linked to TPWQM in the coastal 
basins to simulate dynamic transport of fecal coliform (Shen et al., 2002).
LSPC consists of six components: GIS interface, data management tool, data 
inventory tool, data analysis tool, non-point source model, and linkage between 
watershed and receiving water. The basic data of LSPC system are land use data. The 
land use categories were grouped into urban, forest, cropland, pasture, barren, wetland 
and water for modeling purposes (Tetra Tech, 2001). The fecal coliform production 
rate for each sub watershed is the other basic input data for LSPC. This is estimated by 
the Bacterial Indicator Tool, which is supported by EPA. The tool, actually is a 
spreadsheet, which estimates the monthly accumulation rate of fecal coliform bacteria 
on four land uses (cropland, forested, built-up, and pastureland), as well as the 
asymptotic limit for the accumulation in the condition when no washoff occurs (EPA, 
2001). For the purpose of the modeling, wetlands are classified as forest in the Bacterial 
Indicator Tool. The input from the forest and built-up land uses assumes no seasonal 
change. The input from the cropland and pasture land uses changes seasonally, because 
of seasonal manure applications on cropland and the confined grazing time of livestock 
in pasture. During grazing time, a certain proportion of livestock is assumed to have 
direct access to streams. Parameters output from this tool become model input. They
7include the rate of fecal coliform monthly accumulation and the maximum storage of 
fecal coliform bacteria on each land use. The maximum storage of fecal coliforms is 
equal to the sum of the fecal coliforms applied on a given day and the amount applied 
on the previous day that have survived in the absence of any wash off due to rainfall 
(Horsley & Whitten, 1996)
The Tidal Prism Model was developed at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
in the late 1970s (Kuo and Neilson, 1988). It simulates the physical transport processes 
of tidal flushing (Ketchum, 1951); that is the water and materials exchanged through 
the waterway due to tidal flow and river flow. The new version of this model can 
simulate physical transport processes in the main channel, its primary branches and its 
secondary branches (Kuo and Park, 1994).
There is evidence to suggest that the current models of water quality, in particular, 
the larger models, are capable of generating predictions to which little confidence can 
be attached (Beck, 1987). Reckhow and Chapra (1979) and Reckhow et al. (1992) 
reported prediction errors of approximately 30 percent to 40 percent for cross-system 
models that predict average growing season total phosphorus or total nitrogen 
concentration based on measured annual loading. Estimation of model forecast 
uncertainty is important, it is also important to identify the factors introducing 
prediction errors and then improve the simulation to reduce forecast errors. So my 
thesis will focus on statistical comparison of model prediction and observation data, 
with the objective of identifying model elements that may be enhanced. In particular, 
this work concentrates on the treatment of wetlands by the model.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Fecal coliform are a group of bacteria that occurs in the digestive system of 
warm-blooded animals, such as beef, chicken, deer, etc. After release from these 
animals, they can find their way into receiving waters through failed septic systems, 
combined sewage plant effluents, agricultural, and forest land runoff, and/or direct 
deposition by mammals and birds. The fecal coliform production rate by specific 
animals and their survival rate in the soil are the major controlling factors in 
determining the number of organisms available for surface runoff transport caused by 
rainfall (Reddy et al, 1981). Enteric bacteria in soil and groundwater can survive 2 to 4 
months (Gerba et al., 1975). Topsoil is the most favorable environment for bacteria 
(Chandler et al., 1981) and fecal coliform concentrations were 5 to 10 times greater in 
grazed pasture than in un-grazed pasture land (Doran and Linn, 1979). Patni et al. 
(1985) observed that FC bacteria were almost always present in runoff from manured 
and non-manured cropland. Fecal indicators were also found in 50% of water samples 
from non-agriculture or pristine watersheds (Niemi and Niemi, 1991). In a critical 
review of pathogen and indicator-organism transformation and transport from land 
areas receiving organic wastes, Reddy et al. (1981) calculated the first order die-off rate 
constants (k) (called decay rates in this research). Average die-off rates were 1.14 day'1 
(0.08 -  9.1) for fecal coliform and 1.33 day"1 (0.21-6.93) for the pathogen Salmonella. 
Factors affecting the organisms’ survival are soil moisture, soil type, temperature, pH
9and competition, etc. (Jamieson et al., 2002). These factors not only control the fate of 
the organisms in uplands, but also in water. Upon discharge to a water body, physical, 
chemical and biological environmental conditions will determine the extent to which 
fecal coliforms can survive. Factors in addition to those mentioned above, include the 
sunlight, salinity, predation, nutrient deficiencies, toxic substances, settling after 
discharge, resuspension of particulates with associated absorbed organisms and 
aftergrowth (i.e., the growth of organisms in the environment) (Thomann and Mueller, 
1987).
The use of wetlands for wastewater treatment was stimulated by a number of 
studies in the early 1970s that demonstrated the ability of natural wetlands to remove 
suspended sediments, nutrients, and fecal bacteria, from domestic wastewater (Nichols, 
1983; Godfrey et al., 1985; Knight, 1990). Several attributes can be reasons for 
wetlands to operate as sinks for these materials. These attributes are (Mitsch and 
Gosselink, 2000): A reduction in water velocity, i.e. an energy gradient, that causes the 
materials to drop out of the water column. A high amount of contact between water and 
sediments in shallow systems leads to significant sediment-water exchange. The high 
rate of productivity of many wetlands can lead to high rates of mineral uptake by 
vegetation and subsequent burial in sediments when the plants die. A variety of 
anaerobic and aerobic processes promote denitrification, precipitation, and other 
chemical reactions that remove certain chemicals from the water. A diversity of 
decomposers and decomposition processes in wetland sediments. The accumulation of 
organic peat in many wetlands causes the permanent burial of chemicals, such as 
carbon. This natural wetland processes provide effective, low cost treatment of many
10
kinds of water pollutants, moving between upland and aquatic systems. Fecal coliform 
bacteria, which are indicators of threats to human health, enter wetlands through 
municipal sewage, urban storm water, leaking septic tanks, agricultural runoff, and so 
on. These bacteria often attach to suspended solids that are then trapped by wetlands. 
Generally, these organisms die after remaining outside their host, as a result of 
degradation by sunlight, low wetland pH, predators’ consumption, and toxins excreted 
from the roots of some wetland plants (Understanding lakes, website).
A recent study of a southern California marsh suggests that the marsh could be a 
source of fecal bacteria loading to the coastal ocean. Enterococci bacteria generated in 
a tidal saltwater marsh located near a beach appear to significandy impact surf zone 
water quality (Grant et al., 2001). A potential tradeoff is identified between restoring 
coastal wetlands and protecting beach water quality. This study and its result caused 
some rethinking about the relationship between tidal wetlands and fecal coliform 
bacteria. In particular, wetlands must be specifically considered in the development of 
TMDLs. Wetlands’ capacity to alter FC loads makes it important to determine whether 
they are sources or sinks in a particular system. This evaluation is the major focus of 
this investigation.
Fecal coliform brought from the upland watershed by stream flow, groundwater 
discharge and surface runoff can be considered as external (allochthonous) sources of 
fecal organisms into the wetlands. Internal (autochthonous) sources of these organisms 
come from wetlands fauna, such as waterfowl and marsh-dependent mammals. Primary 
productivity in tidal marshes can reach 10 tons/acre annually, with an average of 1-6 
tons/acre/year (Perry et al., 2001). High levels of food supply and safe place to hide in
11
create a nearly perfect spawning and nursery habitat for fish, birds, and marsh- 
dependent mammals. Large flocks of waterfowl can cause elevated fecal coliform 
densities in the water column (Hussong et al., 1979). The Chesapeake Bay is home to 
approximately 1 million waterfowl each winter. Canada geese and Whistling swans are 
two of the dominant migratory waterfowl populations present in the Chesapeake region. 
Geese can produce 107 and swans 109 fecal coliform per day (Hussong et al. 1979). 
Levesque et al. (1993) investigated the effect of gull droppings on fecal coliform in 
water by measuring fecal coliform concentrations before and after the presence of a 
significant number of gulls near a monitoring point in the St. Lawrence River, Quebec. 
They found that the concentration of FC in water increased rapidly as a consequence of 
an increase in the number of gulls and demonstrated that these two variables were 
closely related. The direct release of feces into the wetland eliminates the normal losses 
during transport from uplands, and may greatly increase the possibility of fecal 
pollution in adjacent surface waters.
The presence of vegetation is common in coastal wetlands, although diversity and 
density will vary spatially and temporally. Vegetative cover ranges from a high in 
summer to a low in the winter. Coincidently, at each latitude, the maximum solar 
ultraviolet radiation (UVR) intensity is reached in summer; the minimum, in winter. 
Because the sunlight is one of the major factors influencing the kinetic behavior of 
fecal organisms, vegetation cover can create a suitable habitat for microbes. Early 
studies (Cairns et al., 1993) had established that a UVR flux of 35 mJ/cm2 would be 
required to achieve a 3-log or greater reduction in FC counts The vegetation canopy 
reduces the UV damage to fecal organisms, especially in summer time. Although
12
vegetation cover does not increase the number of fecal organisms, it effectively 
decreases the amount of organisms otherwise damaged by solar ultraviolet radiation.
Alternating wet and dry conditions are another characteristic of wetlands. The 
capacity of fecal organisms to adapt to this special environment will directly influence 
the die-off rate after entering a wetland. Several sampling studies have suggested that 
changing environmental conditions in tidally influenced soils help support elevated 
populations of enteric bacteria (Doyle et a l, 1992; Shiaris et al., 1987). Previous 
research found chronic elevated E. coli numbers at high tide, mainly in areas with 
natural vegetation and muddy embankments (Solo-Gabriele et al., 2000; Wolfert,
1998). A lab experiment done by Desmarais et al (2002) showed a significant amount 
of regrowth for Enterococci and E. coli with sterile sediment and simulated tides. They 
pointed out the need to further evaluate the characteristics of indicator microbes in the 
natural environment. During the drying portion of this experiment (drying portion 
means that time the sediment was exposed to air), the number of E. coli steadily 
decreased for the first 70 hours and then increased by 1.5 log units within the next 4 
days when the water content was between 10 to 25%. The results for Enterococci were 
similar to E. coli. Results from field sampling showed that the number of E. coli was 
considerably higher 30 and 46 cm from the water’s edge, decreasing with distance from 
the river to upland. The sediment drying and tide simulation experiment also showed 
that changing the moisture content encouraged growth. This regrowth in wetland soils 
could be a potential source of fecal organisms to surface waters.
Coastal wetlands often appear as major sediment depositional sites in coastal 
systems. Accumulation of fecal coliform in sub-tidal sediment could be another
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possible source. Bacteria are rarely free in the liquid phase of soil because most cells 
adhere to clay particles (Reddy et al., 1981). Particle-associated fecal bacteria carried 
by runoff or groundwater will deposit and accumulate in wetland soils. Fecal bacteria 
have been shown to survive and, to a certain extent, even to grow in sediments (Gerba 
and McLeod, 1976; Hood and Ness, 1982; LaLiberte and Grimes, 1982). Bacteria 
adsorbed to sediment particles may be protected from the influence of such factors as 
nutrient deficiency, UV radiation (Bitton et al., 1972), high salinity (Ghoul et al., 1986), 
heavy metal toxicity (Jones, 1964), and attack by bacteriophages (Roper and Marshall, 
1979). In work by Timothy et a l, (2001), comparison of E. coli growth rates in two 
different sediments indicated that the higher organic content and a greater fraction of 
fine sediments are conducive for regrowth. Some studies also show that the sediments 
often contain higher concentrations of fecal indicator bacteria as compared to the 
overlying water column (Howell, 1996; Obiri-Danso et a l, 2000). The amount can 
reach 100-1000 times more than the overlying water (Ashbolt et a l, 1993; Van Donsel 
and Geldreich, 1971). Even with predators present, large numbers of prey will normally 
be reduced by predators to an equilibrium density at which the rate of predation is 
balanced by the rate of replacement of the prey (Marino and Gannon, 1991). With 
growth at the water’s edge and in subtidal sediments, it seems that coastal wetlands 
could be a reservoir for fecal coliforms.
In normal conditions without winds, storms and/or precipitation, sediment under 
the canopy is hard to resuspend from the marsh surface by tidal action (Davidson- 
Amott et a l, 2002). So in this normal condition, fecal organisms may just accumulate 
on the marsh surface and/or the tidal mudflat area and wait for disturbing events.
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Vertical profiles of Enterococci bacteria in the marsh sediments indicate bacteria are 
concentrated in the top 1 cm of the cores (Grant, et al., 2001). In order to transport a 
high amount of this sediment to the deep water, both high suspended sediment 
concentration and high shear stresses are required. Detachment and resuspension of 
marsh sediment could occur by biological processes, such as crab burrowing, wildlife 
movement, and fish swimming. Detachment and resuspension of marsh sediment could 
also occur by three main physical processes, i.e. tidal sheet flow, wave action and 
raindrop impacts. Tide-driven sheet flow over the marsh surface may induce shear 
stresses sufficient to overcome resistive forces and cause the removal, mass scouring, 
or resuspension of particles (Mehta et al., 1989). In vegetated marshes, wave effects 
caused by wind may be damped. However, when water levels are elevated by spring 
tides or storm surges, plants are less effective at attenuating wave energy, and 
suspended particulate material concentrations increase inside seagrass beds due to 
resuspension and advective processes (Ward et al., 1984). The experiment by Mwamba 
and Torres (2002) showed effects of rainfall-induced sediment transport in marsh 
landscapes. They found that enhanced sediment mobility results from raindrop 
detachment of marsh sediments, and subsequent sheet flow will cause suspended 
sediment concentrations in marsh surface runoff to be 2-100 times greater than 
observed under simulated tidal flow conditions. The first few minutes of low tide 
rainstorms have the greatest sediment flux.
In summary, aftergrowth of bacteria in coastal wetlands could happen with faunal 
resident populations as a source, canopy protection from UV damage, and bacterial 
survival in tidal wetland sediments. Sediment resuspension and transport from coastal
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wetlands could happen with tidal sheet flow, wave energy and/or raindrop impact. The 
combination of regrowth and sediment re-suspension makes it possible for coastal 
wetlands to contribute fecal coliform loading to shellfish harvesting areas.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES
The roles of wetlands as sink or source for various materials has stimulated a 
variety of investigations. These systems can alternate seasonally, even daily, between 
sources or sink for materials, such as nutrients and sediments. Most research has 
concentrated on direct sampling and observation data. But in this research, instead of 
only looking at the observation data, the major method is the comparison between 
model predicted data and field data. This will enable exploration of tidal wetland’s 
functions as source or sink of pathogens using their indicator -  fecal coliform bacteria.
The model method used here has been recommended and widely applied in TMDL 
projects. The model is a combination of the watershed-loading model -  LSPC and a 
hydrodynamic model -  TPWQM. FC transport through land and water was simulated 
by the models. Because models represent the scientific understanding of how stressors 
relate to appropriate designated uses, such as shellfish growing water, they can be used 
to predict the assimilative capacity of a water body for bacteria like FC, the movement 
of a pollutant (fecal coliform) from various point and non-point sources through a 
watershed, or the effectiveness of certain best management practices (WSTBSC, 2001). 
The better the understanding of the pollutants’ transport mechanisms through land and 
water, the more accurate the model prediction can be. The analysis in this thesis of the 
model prediction accuracy by comparing observation data and model results is intended
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to advance understanding about tidal wetlands as sources or sinks for fecal bacteria.
The questions expected to be answered in this research are:
1. What characteristics of tidal wetlands will influence model prediction accuracy?
2. What role might the sediments in tidal wetlands play in the FC transport process?
3. Can the adjustment of FC decay rate in wetlands improve model prediction?
4. Will seasonally varied temperature be the major factor to influence FC
concentration during dry times in shellfish growing water in Virginia?
Hypotheses
H0i: There is no significant difference between FC concentration in summer and in 
winter during dry times.
Hai: FC concentration in summer is significantly larger than FC concentration in 
winter during dry times.
H02: There exists a multi-regression of model predicted discrepancy in all weather 
conditions on four parameters -  land area (not including tidal wetland); 
embayment water volume; tidal wetland area; and embayment shoreline length.
Ho3: There exists a linear regression of model predicted discrepancy during dry times on 
the ratio of tidal wetlands area to the product of embayment water volume 
times tidal wetland shoreline length.
Dry times was defined as: According to the record of hourly precipitation, in any hour 
during the four days before each dry times date and during this dry times date, there 
was no precipitation or the precipitation intensity was less than 0.1 inches/hour.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site Description
The area of this project is located in the southern Chesapeake Bay, the largest 
American estuary. As an estuary, the Bay is a semi-enclosed coastal body of water that 
freely connects with the ocean and within which seawater is measurably diluted with 
fresh water from runoff (Pritchard, 1967). The Bay main channel divides the area along 
a north south axis. The western shoreline supports a more dense population, and less 
tidal wetlands than the eastern shoreline. Six sites were selected from Virginia estuaries 
and their upstream watershed inside the project area as shown in Figure 2. The 
watershed names and corresponding numbers for easy use of these sites are Yeocomico 
River watershed (Watershed No. 7), Great Wicomico River watershed (No. 13), 
Piankatank River watershed (No. 34 and No. 35), Back River watershed (No. 54), and 
Nassawadox Creek watershed (No. 85).
Collection of Watershed Model Data
Subwatershed delineation: Arclnfo based subwatershed delineation was 
accomplished using the contour lines on digital 7.5 minute USGS topographic maps as 
background. The contour interval is 10 feet. Stream lines in the map and contour lines 
were used to estimate overland water flows through each basin. The six selected 
watersheds were delineated and grouped into small subwatersheds according to
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the river branches. Each sub watershed was labeled as shown in Figure 3, as well as the 
delineation inside the subwtershed.
Land use data: This project used land use data in the form of GIS coverage from 
the National Land Cover Data (NLCD) generated by USGS (1999). Twenty-two kinds 
of land cover classification in NLCD were developed and applied in a consistent 
manner across the entire United States. To meet land use categorization requirements in 
the watershed model, these land use classifications are grouped into 8 categories:
Water, Urban, Barren, Forest, Pasture land, Crop land and Wetland. Table 1 shows the 
details for grouping land use classes into 8 categories. Each land use has its own 
hydrologic and ecologic characteristics. With Arcview 3.2, the area of different land 
uses in each subwatershed can be derived with the unit acres, as shown in Table 2. 
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) data was applied on the information about the tidal 
wetlands.
Fecal coliform source data: Nonpoint sources, as well as permitted point sources 
contribute fecal coliform loads to the watersheds and their embayments. Major non­
point source “producers” of fecal coliform in the watersheds were classified into three 
categories: human-related failing septic systems; domestic animals( dogs, cattle, 
chicken, horses, sheep, etc.); and wildlife, such as deer, raccoons, sea gulls, rodents and 
Canada geese. The amounts of fecal coliform produced in the watershed per day were 
estimated by knowing the number of each “producer” and their corresponding fecal 
coliform production rate. Production rates for each “producer” were estimated based on 
values found in the literature, as shown in Table 3. Urban and agricultural fecal 
coliform sources were estimated from land use data, U.S. Department of Agriculture
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(USDA) agricultural census data, and shoreline sanitary survey data from the Virginia 
Division of Shellfish Sanitation (DSS). An estimate of the number of livestock by 
county was obtained from the USDA online database. Then the number of livestock in 
each selected subwatershed was calculated by assuming an even distribution of 
livestock per unit area, as shown in Table 4. The shoreline sanitary survey was 
conducted by DSS from 1994 to 1995. The number of failing septic systems was also 
obtained from DSS and/or estimated based on household censes from the US Census 
Bureau. Based on the survey in Virginia, the mean value of failing septic rate (12%) 
was used as a reference in this TMDL project. Another reference comes from Scheuler, 
T. R. (1999), who found about 10% septic failure rate in South Carolina. Virginia 
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries and US Fish and Wildlife Service data were 
used to estimate wildlife numbers. Table 5 lists the number of wildlife animals in each 
watershed.
The total amount of fecal coliform loading into a water body does not equal the 
total fecal coliforms produced in the corresponding watershed. Some factors, such as 
the seasonally varying manure application, grazing time of livestock in pasture land, 
fecal coliform wash-off rates, and fecal coliform decay and lost due to transporting 
from watershed to embayment, will influence the final loadings of fecal coliforms from 
the watershed. The wash-off rate is determined by the rainfall duration, intensity and 
soil infiltration capacity.
Rainfall data and stream flow data: Rainfall data were obtained from the 
Chesapeake Bay Program, Phase V watershed model for the period from 1/1/1984 to 
12/31/1998. The meteorological stations, where rainfall data were applied in each
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selected watershed, were chosen for each watershed. Stream flow data for the 
Wicomico watershed and the Nassawadox creek watershed (1/1/1984 to 10/22/1996) 
were collected by USGS at the stream gages (USGS 01661800 and USGS 01484800 
respectively). These stream flow values were used for the stream flow simulation in the 
model calibration.
Collection of Tidal Prism Water Quality Model Data
After receiving the fecal coliform loading from the watershed model -  LSPC, the 
water quality model -  TPWQM simulated the fecal coliform concentration in the water 
column (main channel, primary branches and secondary branches) based on the concept 
of tidal flushing. Segmentation of the water body in each selected watershed was 
conducted as shown in Figure 4. Segmentation was based on tidal excursion. The length 
of a segment is less than the maximum tidal excursion, which is the average distance 
traveled by water particles on flood tides. Another important principle of tidal prism 
model segmentation is that the tidal prism upstream of the segment is large enough to 
accommodate the low tidal volume of that segment (Shen et al., 2005). The required 
data for this model include the high tide volume, water depth and tidal prism for each 
segment. These were estimated and obtained from Hydrographic Surveys, National 
Ocean Service and NOAA bathymetric data.
Collection of Model Calibration Data
Model output from TPWQM gave the model predicted fecal coliform 
concentration in each tidal prism segment with the assumption that bacteria distribute 
evenly throughout the segment. In order to optimize matching between observed data 
and model prediction, it is essential to calibrate the model by adjusting parameters to
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simulate the realty. Calibration for these two models includes two steps: hydrology 
calibration and fecal coliform concentration calibration. The major parameters adjusted 
for hydrology include infiltration capacity of the soil (inches/hour), lower zone nominal 
soil moisture storage (inches), and ground water recession. The model calibration was 
evaluated on the basis of comparisons between simulated and observed streamflow with 
respect to water budget (total runoff volume), high-flow and low-flow distribution 
(comparison of low-flow and high-flow periods), storm flow (comparison of stormflow 
volume, peak, and recession), and seasonal flow (seasonal runoff volume) (Shen et al., 
2005). Parameters were adjusted until the simulated streamflow closely matched the 
observed stream flow. The stream flow measured at USGS gage station 01661800 in 
watershed 13 was used as the observed stream flow to calibrate the hydraulic 
parameters. These calibrated hydrological parameters were applied to the other selected 
watersheds 7, 34, 35, and 54 on the west side of Chesapeake Bay on the assumption 
that these watersheds have similar hydrologic characteristics. USGS gage station 
01484800 is located inside watershed 85. So its stream flow is used to calibrate the 
hydrological parameters here. Tidal prism model was calibrated by adjusting the return 
ratio, which is based on the match between predicted salinity and observed salinity. 
Observed salinity data were provided by the Division of Shellfish Sanitation. Usually, 
the return ratio was set at the same range suggested by previous studies for Virginia 
coastal embayments (Kuo et al, 1998)
For fecal coliform concentration calibration, the predominant parameters are: fecal 
coliform accumulation rate; susceptibility of bacteria to surface runoff; storage of fecal 
coliform bacteria in interflow; and storage of fecal coliform bacteria in active ground
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water. Fecal coliform bacteria decay rates on the land surface and instream were held 
constant through the calibration. However, the decay rate fo a special land use could be 
changed by modifying the fecal coliform maximum storage, which is equal to the sum 
of the fecal coliform applied on a given day and the fecal coliform that were applied on 
previous days surviving until that day when no wash off has occurred (Horsley and 
Whitten, 1996). The validation of fecal coliform concentration calibration was 
estimated with: the graphic comparison between simulated daily minimum as well as 
maximum fecal coliform concentrations and the observed values and between the 
simulated geometric mean, as well as the 90th percentile fecal coliform concentration. 
Collection of Seasonal Comparison Data
There are more than one hundred water quality monitoring stations located in the 
six selected watershed embayments. Monthly water samples are collected by the 
Division of Shellfish Sanitation to make sure the water is safe for harvesting shellfish 
that is directly sold to market. In order to conduct the seasonal comparison in this 
research, fecal coliform observed concentrations from dry times at each station were 
identified. Samples from the period November to February were considered as winter 
samples, and those from June to August were considered as summer samples. The plot 
(generated in Minitab 14) will show the winter and summer fecal coliform observed 
concentration distribution during dry times from all the water quality monitoring 
stations. Statistical methods, which will be described later, were used to compare each 
pair of winter and summer fecal coliform concentrations.
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Collection and Processing Data for Regression Analysis
Rainfall: As mentioned earlier, the hourly rainfall data were provided by 
Chesapeake Bay Program in each selected watershed. For the purpose of this research, 
individual dates with similar characteristics were extracted to form a group called “dry 
times”. The similar characteristics can be described as: according to the record of 
hourly precipitation, in any hour during the four days before each dry times date and 
during this dry times date, there was no precipitation or the precipitation intensity was 
less than 0.1 inches/hour. During dry times, it is assumed that:
a. Any precipitation whose intensity is less than 0.1 inches/hour doesn’t 
have sufficient energy to wash away the materials on the land surface.
b. The water flow induced by rainfall events more than 4 days before dry 
times has no significant influence on the washed-off materials from the soil 
surface during dry times.
Dry times for sub watershed 85-2 during the observation time at water quality 
monitoring station 85-13A is shown in Table 6 as an example.
Subwatershed area, Water volume, and Embayment shoreline length: 
Subwatershed area except tidal wetland area, embayment water volume and shoreline 
length for each subwatershed were calculated and summarized from the land use data, 
bathymetric data and watershed data by using Arcmap 9.0. Table 7 lists all the values 
for these data.
Tidal wetlands: The information about the tidal wetlands, such as tidal wetland 
area, tidal wetland shoreline length, was derived from the National Wetlands Inventory 
(NWI), which provides detailed information on wetlands throughout the U.S. coastal.
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Based on the NWI categorization, the water regimes are grouped under two major 
headings, Tidal and Nontidal. Tidal water regimes are largely determined by oceanic 
tides. Subtidal, irregularly exposed, regularly flooded and irregularly flooded are four 
subclasses under tidal water regimes. Three of them, that is, irregularly exposed, 
regularly flooded and irregularly flooded, were grouped into a new category, called 
tidal wetlands in this research. This new category represents the area of tidal wetland 
since the tidal wetlands can be defined as the wetland habitats that are influenced by the 
cyclical movement of tidal water. In Arcmap 9.0, by combining the watershed 
delineation layer and NWI layer, the area of tidal wetland and the tidal wetland 
shoreline length can be extracted from the NWI data. Figure 5 shows the tidal wetland 
in Watershed 7 as an example. Tidal wetland area and shoreline 
length for each subwatershed, as shown in Table 8, were calculated using Arcmap 9.0.
Discrepancy during All Weather Conditions: Observed fecal coliform 
concentrations from the water quality monitoring stations, which are located inside tidal 
prism segments, were used to compare with model predicted fecal coliform 
concentrations in these segments. If there was more than one water quality monitoring 
station in any segment, the averaged daily fecal coliform concentration of these 
stations was regarded as the observation data for this segment. The model predicted two 
fecal coliform concentrations per day (one per tidal cycle) in each tidal prism segment. 
These were averaged to obtain the daily predicted fecal coliform concentration value as 
the model prediction in each segment. Discrepancies between observation and model 
prediction during all weather conditions for each subwatershed were derived by 
averaging the difference between the two data sets on all common dates. If there was
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more than one tidal prism segment in a study watershed with the water quality 
monitoring stations inside, the final discrepancy during all weather conditions was the 
averaged discrepancy for all the segments that had stations inside.
Discrepancy during Dry times: As mentioned previously, dry times for each 
selected watershed was extracted from all the precipitation data. Discrepancy of fecal 
coliform concentration between observation and model prediction during dry times was 
derived from this data subset using the same protocol as used for the all weather 
discrepancy analyses.
Collection and Processing Data for Model Sensitivity
Model sensitivity test for wetland-specific fecal coliform decay rates: In order to 
test model sensitivity responding to the different fecal coliform decay rates in wetlands, 
subwatershed 85-2 was chosen to be the area for this test. Because there is USGS gage 
station located in this watershed, the model prediction was expected to be more 
accurate if compared with predictions from other selected sub watersheds.
After model calibration, in the model interface for subwatershed 85-2, all land 
use areas except wetland were set to be zero. Effectively this simulated a condition in 
which only one type of land use existed in the watershed -  wetland. Because the 
parameter -  fecal coliform decay rate, didn’t appear directly in the model, adjustment 
of the parameter by using the maximum storage of fecal coliform, was applied to serve 
the purpose of adjustment to the decay rate. The value of maximum storage of fecal 
coliform is derived from Horsley and Whitten (1996), where the following equation 
was used to represent surface die-off of fecal coliform bacteria:
N, = N0 (10(‘kt))  E.l
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Where Nt = number of fecal coliform at time t 
No = number of fecal coliform at time 0 
t = time in days 
k = first order rate of die-off 
In this research, fecal coliform die-off rate (k) was called fecal coliform decay rate and 
the number 10 in above equation was replaced by natural constant e. So the equation 
(E.l) becomes Nt= No (e('kt)). Maximum storage of fecal coliform can be expressed as:
N.„ N,„ i * e k + Nu .......................................................................................................  E.2
where Nm = number of fecal coliform at time m, at which storage of fecal 
coliform reaches a maximum 
Nm_i = number of fecal coliform at time m-1 
k = fecal coliform decay rate 
No = number of fecal coliform at time 0 
By using Matlab Version 6.5.1, a short program (shown here) was run to build the 
connection between decay rate and maximum storage of fecal coliform. This program 
also can calculate the number of days needed for fecal coliform to accumulate to the 
maximum storage and how many times the initial amount of fecal coliform can increase 
at a specified decay rate.
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% This program for calculating the number of fecal coliform
n0=l; %initial value
k=0.224; %decay rate
nsum=40; %number of day
nx=[l:nsum];
for i=l:nsum
ny(i)=n0*exp(-k*(i-1)); % Survived number at i days
end
ns(l)=n0;
for i=2:nsum
ns(i)=ns(i-1) *exp(-k)+n0; %Actural number existed at i days
end
plot(nx,ns,,r*-',nx,ny,,b*-1)
ylabel('Amount of fecal bacterial per day’)
xlabel(’day')
Figure 6 derived from this program shows fecal coliform decay curve and its 
accumulated storage at decay rate 0.224 with time in days as X axis.
For the analysis in watershed 85-2, the fecal coliform decay rate in wetlands had 
been adjusted and calibrated to the value 0.224. Different decay rates were chosen 
almost symmetrically around this original value ranging from 0.05 to 0.5. After the 
model had been run with each assigned decay rate, results were compared to the 
original model result (decay rate = 0.224). The differential between each result and the 
original one was obtained from the calculation shown here:
X ( X , - X „ , ) 2
Di = 1-1.......................  E.3
n — 1
Where Di = differential between each model result and original model result
Xt = model predicted fecal coliform concentration in tidal prism segment in
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85-2 in time t for each assigned decay rate 
Xot = original model predicted fecal coliform concentration at decay rate 
0.224 in tidal prism segment in 85-2 in time t 
t = time in days 
n = total amount of t
Model sensitivity test by comparing model and observation data: For the second 
test of model sensitivity to the fecal coliform decay rate, subwatershed 85-2 and 85-4 
were chosen. After model calibration, fecal coliform decay rates in 85-2 and 85-4 have 
been adjusted to the value 0.224. Several decay rates around this value were assigned 
for this test. The discrepancy between observation data and model result was obtained 
from the calculation as shown here:
N
( X obs.n "^mod.n )
D9 =    E.4
N
Where D2 = discrepancy between observation data and each model result 
n = the time in days shared by observation data and model result 
Xobs.n = observed fecal concentration at time n 
X m o d . .n  = model predicted fecal coliform concentration at time n 
N = the total days shared by observation data and model result 
The discrepancies were calculated for each decay rate in both subwatersheds and the
result plotted by using Excel.
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Statistical Analysis
Multi-regression analysis was used to detect and analyze the relationship between 
subwatershed or tidal wetland associated variables and fecal coliform discrepancy 
(during dry times and all weather conditions), with a  set at 0.05 a priori. Regression 
equations were developed using Minitab 14. For the fecal coliform concentration 
seasonal comparison during dry times, Paired-t tests were used to analyze whether there 
was a significant difference between the summer fecal coliform concentration and 
corresponding winter fecal coliform concentration with a  set at 0.05 a priori. Minitab 
14 was also used to conduct this statistical analysis.
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RESULTS
Seasonal Comparison
Temperature always plays an important role in the growth and mortality of 
bacteria. Fecal coliform observed concentrations during dry times from all the water 
quality monitoring stations were selectively banded into winter and summer groups. 
Temperature variation between summer and winter offers the most distinct contrast 
during the year. Such obvious variation in temperature could probably lead to 
differences in fecal coliform concentrations in the water. The null hypothesis for 
seasonal comparison is that:
Ho: There is no significant difference between fecal coliform observed concentrations 
from shellfish growing water during dry times in summer and winter.
Ha: Fecal coliform concentration during dry times in summer is significantly greater 
than the concentration during dry times in winter.
Paired-t test was applied to test the mean difference between paired summer-winter 
observed fecal coliform concentration data. Figure 7 shows the individual fecal 
coliform concentration distributions for summer and winter categories.
Winter samples had a mean value of 17.527 MPN. Summer samples were 
distributed more widely with mean value of 41.497 MPN. P-value for the Paired-t test 
was 0.000, which implies there was significant difference during dry times between 
summer and winter groups at an a  level of 0.05. Fecal coliform observed concentration
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during dry times in summer was significantly greater than observed concentration in 
winter at this a  level.
Model Simulation Comparison with Observed Data
Model had been run on 32 subwatersheds within six sites. Model simulations had 
been finished after repeatedly adjusting the parameters to reasonably and logically 
match the observed data in these six selected watersheds. The model simulation 
comparison with observed fecal coliform data could be visualized on graphs with the X 
axis as time series and the Y axis as fecal coliform concentration values. Figure 8 show 
the hydrologic calibration on subwatershed 85-4. Figure 9 illustrates the comparison 
between model data from subwatershed 85-4 and corresponding observation data from 
water quality monitoring station 85-5D, one is three-year simulation, the other is ten- 
year simulation. In the figure, the black line represents the fecal coliform simulation 
from model output, and the red dots display the fecal coliform observed data from 
water quality monitoring station. From the figure, it appears that the model simulations 
generally catch the dynamic trend of fecal coliform concentration in the water. This is 
seen by looking at the simulated daily minimum and maximum fecal coliform 
concentrations and observed fecal coliform concentrations.
Processed Data for Multiple-Regression Analysis
Models were run under the final adjusted parameters to produce the best 
predictions. Model output, which is model predicted fecal coliform concentration in 
tidal prism segments, was compared with the observed data from water quality 
monitoring stations. The discrepancies between model predictions and observations
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during all weather conditions and just during dry times were calculated for each 
subwatershed. Figure 10 shows the discrepancy distribution during these two weather 
conditions. From this figure, the model-observation discrepancies during all weather 
conditions disperse irregularly on both sides of Y axis, but the discrepancies during dry 
times mostly distribute above the Y axis. Table 9 and Table 10 list the discrepancies 
under all weather conditions, the discrepancies during dry times, and the variables 
associated with each sub watershed and tidal wetlands.
Multiple Regression under all weather conditions
There are several factors that could probably lead to the discrepancy between 
observation and model prediction, such as the inaccuracy and uncertainty of fecal 
coliform bacteria source data, incomplete information on meteorology, and insufficient 
knowledge about fecal coliform transport fate. The variables associated with 
subwatershed and tidal wetlands, which have relatively higher accuracy and certainty, 
were assumed to have certain relationships with the discrepancy. As mentioned in the 
first hypothesis, there exists a relationship between the model predicted discrepancy 
under all weather conditions and some subwatershed related geographic variables. 
Because fecal coliforms must move through a watershed, variables, such as land area, 
water volume, tidal wetland area and embayment shoreline length were expected to be 
related to the modeling discrepancy. This was assessed by using multi-regression 
analysis. The results are displayed here:
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Regression Analysis for Discrepancy under all weather 
conditions
The regression equation is   E.5
Discrepancy under all weather = 14.4 - 0.00161 embament shoreline length 
( m )
+ 0.000022 Tidal Wetland Area (m2)
- 12.1 water volume/land
Predictor Coef SE Coef T P
Constant 14.410 4.315 3.34 0.002
embament shoreline length (m) -0.0016081 0.0004696 -3.42 0.002
Tidal Wetland Area (m2) 0.00002205 0.00000516 4.27 0.000
water volume/land -12.129 3.164 -3.83 0.001
S = 15.3996 R-Sq = 39.1$ R-Sq(adj) = 32.8%
Analysis of Variance
Source DF SS MS
Regression 3 4421.3 1473.8
Residual Error 29 6877.3 237.1
Total 32 11298.6
F
6 . 2 1
P
0 . 0 0 2
The low p-values indicate that the variables are significantly related to the discrepancy 
between observation and model prediction under all weather conditionss. Individual 
value of residuals, normal probability of the standardized residuals and histogram of 
standardized residuals were plotted in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The normal probability 
of the standardized residuals showed an approximately linear pattern consistent with 
normal distribution in the histogram of standardized residuals with two outliers. 
Regression During Dry times
The second hypothesis was that there exists a relationship between model 
predicted discrepancy during dry times and some tidal wetlands related geographic 
variables. Tidal wetland area, water volume and tidal wetland shoreline length were 
considered to be the related variables and relationship with the discrepancy during dry 
times was examined by using multi-regression analysis.
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Regression Analysis for Discrepancy during Dry times
The regression equation is   E.6
Discrepancy during dry times
= 10.2 + 14683 TW/(Watervolume*TW shoreline)
Where TW = Tidal wetland area
Watervolume = Embayment water volume 
TW shoreline = Tidal wetland shoreline length
Predictor Coef SE Coef T P
Constant 10.154 3.388 3.00 0.005
tw/watervolume*tw shoreline 14683 4974 2.95 0.006
S = 14.9004 R-Sq = 21.9% R-Sq(adj) = 19.4% 
Analysis of Variance
Source DF SS MS F P
Regression 1 1934.8 1934.8 8.71 0.006
Residual Error 31 6882.7 222.0
Total 32 8817.5
The low p-values for the ratio indicate that the variables are significantly related to the 
discrepancy between the observation and model prediction during dry times. Individual 
value of residuals, normal probability of the standardized residuals, a histogram of 
standardized residuals and the discrepancy versus the ratios were plotted in Figure 13, 
Figure 14, and Figure 15. The normal probability of the standardized residuals shows 
an approximately linear pattern consistent with normal distribution in the histogram of 
standardized residuals with two outliers. Individual values of residuals plot show the 
residual distribution around X axis. In Figure 15, there are 3 points which are separated 
from the others, because the ratio of tidal wetland area divided by the product of tidal 
wetland shoreline length and water volume for these three points are much larger than 
the other points. Ignoring these 3 points in the multiple regressions, results in the 
following:
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Regression Analysis for Discrepancy during dry times without 3 points
The regression equation is ...... E . 7
Discrepancy during dry times = 3.20 + 41864 TW/ Watervolume * TW shoreline
Predictor Coef SE Coef T P
Constant 3.205 4.499 0.71 0.482
tw/watervolume*tw shoreline 41864 12917 3.24 0.003
S = 13.7741 R-Sq = 27.3% R-Sq(adj) = 24 . 7%
Analysis of Variance
Source DF SS MS F P
Regression 1 1992.7 1992.7 10.50 0 . 003
Residual Error 28 5312.3 
Total 29 7305.0
189.7
The P-value for the constant (0.482) is larger than 0.05, which means that the constant 
for this equation could be zero. But the P-value 0.003 for the ratio is low, which means 
that there is a significant relationship between the discrepancies and the ratio. Figure 16 
show the plot of discrepancy during dry times versus the ratio of tidal wetlands area to 
the product of embayment water volume times tidal wetland shoreline length.
Model Sensitivity Test For Wetland-specific Fecal Ciliform Decay Rates
Differentials for each fecal coliform decay rate were calculated according to 
equation E.3 and listed in Table 11. Differentials vary with fecal colifom decay rate as 
shown in Figure 17. The differentials increased when the decay rate was increased or 
decreased from the original value (0.224).
Model Sensitivity Test by Comparing Model and Observation Data
Subwatersheds 85-2 and 85-4 were chosen for the second model sensitivity test. 
The results are shown in Table 12, which lists the fecal coliform concentration 
discrepancy between observation and model prediction with each assigned fecal
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coliform decay rate. Discrepancy variations in 85-2 and 85-4 with fecal coliform decay 
rate were visually plotted in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Blue line represents 
85-2 and the red line is 85-4.
In Figure 18, the overall trend in 85-4 is that the fecal coliform concentration 
discrepancy increases with larger fecal coliform decay rate. The rising trend is 
generally slow except for a big jump between the decay rate 0.149 and 0.159. Around 
the original decay rate 0.224, the discrepancy decreases with lower decay rates (0.159 
and 0.221) and increases with higher decay rates (0.227 and 0.232). In Figure 19, the 
predominant trend in 85-2 is similar to the overall trend in 85-4 except a distinct 
decline of discrepancy between fecal coliform decay rate 0.227 and 0.232.
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DISCUSSION
Major objective of this research was to explore the role of tidal wetlands in fecal 
coliform loading of shellfish growing waters. This was accomplished by analyzing 
discrepancy between model predicted fecal coliform concentrations and corresponding 
observed data from water quality monitoring stations. The extended objectives were to 
look at the influence of adjusted fecal coliform decay rates in wetlands to the model 
predicted accuracy, as well as the reasons for fecal coliform concentration seasonal 
variation during dry times.
Seasonal Comparison
Seasonal comparison has shown that observed fecal coliform concentration during 
dry times in summer is significantly greater than it is in winter at statistic confidence 
interval. This suggests temperature is an important factor determining fecal coliform 
bacteria survival rate, with warm temperature favoring survival more than cold 
temperature.
Previous investigations have found that temperature has both direct and indirect 
effects on bacterial survival, with both positive and negative consequences. Bacteria 
sublethal stress and mortality in filtered estuarine water are inversely related to 
temperature (Andersen et a l, 1979 and Rhodes et a l, 1983). This means enteric 
bacteria would be expected to have increased survival rates in warm water. Conversely, 
bacterial predators also flourish in warmer waters, and grazing by microheterotrophic
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flagellates controls bacterial numbers in coastal waters (Anderson and Fenchel, 1985). 
Studies by Rhodes and Kator (1988) demonstrate that although both increased 
predation activity and pronounced multiplication of enteric bacteria occur at warmer 
temperature, the net effect of increased temperature in non-filtered estuarine water is E. 
coli removal. The result from seasonal comparisons suggests that in warmer conditions 
less sublethal stress and low mortality of fecal coliform bacteria more than offset 
increased predation.
Is it possible to have other reasons for this phenomenon? Perhaps there is another 
source of fecal coliform, which was not considered, but contributes more fecal coliform 
loading to shellfish growing waters in summer than in winter.
Since the seasonal comparison was analyzed only during dry times, the influence 
on fecal coliform concentration from uplands was largely reduced due to the exclusion 
of rain dates. But it is possible that the tides could wash off enteric bacteria from tidal 
wetland sediments and the sediments could be a missing source of fecal coliform 
bacteria. It is also likely that the activities of animals that live in tidal wetlands are 
higher in warm temperatures, or that the total amount of animals living in wetlands 
during summer is larger than during winter. In either circumstance, they would produce 
more feces in summer than in winter. That means it is possible that higher amounts of 
fecal coliform in summer in shellfish growing waters might be attributed to more fecal 
coliform input from tidal wetlands in summer than in winter.
The conclusion for the seasonal comparison is that it is hard to determine which 
factor contributes more to the higher amount of fecal coliform that existed in shellfish
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growing waters in summer compared to winter. It is not easy to separate the influence 
of higher temperatures from the tidal wetlands natural environment.
Discrepancy during All Weather Condition
As described in the Results section, the discrepancy between model and 
observation during all weather conditions disperse irregularly around zero value. 
Subwatershed related variables -  land area except tidal wetland, embayment water 
volume, tidal wetland area, and embayment shoreline length, were mathematically 
combined together to explain the degree of discrepancy between model and 
observation. The discrepancy is positively related to tidal wetland area. At the same 
time, it is negatively related to the ratio of water volume to the land area and 
embayment shoreline length. This relationship can be explained by interpreting the 
individual term in the equation.
Firstly, the discrepancy is negatively related to the ratio of water volume divided 
by land area. It can be said that in this term, the discrepancy is negatively related to the 
water volume, but positively related to the land area. For water volume, it is easy to 
understand the relationship to the discrepancy. A discrepancy means the fecal coliform 
concentrations differ between observation and model prediction. So even when the 
watershed has a large land area, the discrepancy can still be small when the loading of 
fecal coliform from land is diluted by a large amount of water, and vice-versa. Land 
area in this term includes forest, agricultural land, built-up area (urban, barren area, 
residential area and commercial area), pasture land and non-tidal wetlands. Tidal 
wetlands are not included in the land area. As mentioned earlier, most fecal bacteria 
survive and accumulate in the topsoil after being released from their hosts when
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precipitation doesn’t occur or the intensity of precipitation can not wash away the 
bacteria from the soil. The sources of fecal bacteria differ among individual land uses. 
Wild animals, such as deer, are the main contributors of fecal bacteria in forestland. 
Manure application and domestic animals are the predominated fecal bacteria sources 
in agricultural and pasture land. For the built-up area, failing septic systems as well as 
point sources like sewage plants are the major sources of fecal bacteria. Although the 
sources of fecal bacteria are quite different in these land uses, generally, watersheds 
with larger land areas will have a higher potential for more fecal bacteria than smaller 
watersheds. So the watershed area could be an indicator to roughly estimate the fecal 
bacteria loading from land. Figure 20 shows the land use distribution in selected 
watersheds. These selected watersheds lie in the similar climatic region and all are 
located in the coastal area around the Chesapeake Bay. From the figure, we can see that 
forests occupy the largest area in these watersheds, so land area was considered as one 
of the variables that related to the model-observation discrepancy.
Secondly, tidal wetland area is positively related to the discrepancy. The reason 
for tidal wetland to be separated from land area attributed to their specific 
characteristics, which differ from other land use mentioned in land area. Tidal wetlands 
are located in the transitional zone between shallow marine and terrestrial 
environments. This region often receives precipitation-driven surface runoff from 
uplands, which carries nutrient, sediments and bacteria. Most importance is that this 
area is also influenced by tide and wind-induced currents, which flush the materials in 
and out of the wetland. Fecal bacteria could be washed away from this region not only 
by precipitation, but also probably by tidal and wind-induced currents. This
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characteristic distinguish the fecal bacteria transport in tidal wetlands from their 
transport in other land uses. So tidal wetland area has been separated from the land area 
and become a single term in the equation. For the same reason as the land area, tidal 
wetland area could become an indicator to roughly estimate the fecal coliform loading 
from this region. The larger the tidal wetland area, the more amount of fecal coliform 
comes from this place, and vice-versa.
Lastly, embayment shoreline length is negatively related to the model-observation 
discrepancy. That means that the longer the shoreline, the smaller the discrepancy, and 
vice versa. The reason is that when the systems have longer shorelines, the contact area 
between land and water is relatively larger. In most situations, model simulation was 
based on the events which are assumed to be evenly distributed. So with the longer 
shoreline, loading of fecal bacteria from land can be more easily distributed evenly into 
the water system than relatively shorter embayment shoreline with smaller contact 
areas. This leads to higher model prediction accuracy when simulating fecal bacteria 
transport from land into water and then distributing along the waterways. For the 
shorter embayment shoreline length, the higher discrepancy might be caused by the 
overestimated amount of fecal bacteria which can be brought into the water system, 
because the shorter shoreline might limit the amount of fecal bacteria which actually 
could be carried into water through longer shoreline.
The interpretation of each term in the equation helps to explain the model- 
observation discrepancy, although the discrepancy was connected with the combination 
of these terms. When the model tries to simulate the actual fecal bacteria transport 
under all weather conditions, the accuracy of collected data is important, as well as the
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ratio of the embayment water volume to land area, embayment shoreline length, and 
tidal wetland area. This means that: 1) the combination of the source loading and water 
dilution together contribute to the fecal coliform concentration in water; 2) embayment 
shoreline length determines the potential input from land to water, and 3) the results 
seem to demonstrate that when considering fecal coliform transport, tidal wetlands 
could be acting differently from other land use and play an important role in the model 
prediction accuracy. These differences lead us to think about how tidal wetland differ 
from other land use and which factors could explain his specialty.
Discrepancy during Dry times
In order to separate tidal wetland influence on fecal coliform transport from other 
land use and show its unique aspect, dry times within the observation period were 
extracted from all the observed precipitation data. This extraction excludes, as much as 
possible, other land use influences on fecal coliform transport and allows us to focus on 
tidal wetlands. On the land surface, fecal coliform transport is triggered and maintained 
by rainfall-driven surface runoff. When there is no rain or the intensity of rainfall 
doesn’t cause surface runoff, movement of fecal bacteria into the water may come from 
tidal processes. Alternating flood and ebb tides drive sheet flow on the tidal wetlands’ 
soil surface. Tide-driven sheet flow over the marsh surface could induce shear stress 
sufficient to overcome resistant force and cause the removal, mass scouring, or 
resuspension of particles (Mehta et al., 1999). So during dry times, the loading of fecal 
bacteria probably comes mostly from tidal wetlands.
The results in Figure 10 show that most values of model-observation discrepancy 
are greater than zero. From the results in Equation E.6, the model-observation
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discrepancy during dry times is positively related to tidal wetland area and negatively 
related to embayment water volume and tidal wetland shoreline length. The existance 
of many positive discrepancy values means that the observation values during dry times 
are mostly greater than model-predicted fecal coliform concentration values. The 
discrepancy during dry times, coupled with tidal wetlands as the most likely fecal 
bacteria loading source from the watershed, suggests that there is an underestimation in 
the model when it simulates the fecal coliform transport from tidal wetlands into the 
water.
As mentioned in the literature review, intertidal and subtidal sediments in tidal 
wetlands may be a large reservoir for fecal bacteria to survive, and possibly even to 
grow in these environments. Bacteria adsorbed to sediment particles may be protected 
from the influence of such factors as nutrient deficiency, UV radiation (Bitton et al., 
1972), high salinity (Ghoul et al., 1986), heavy metal toxicity (Jones, 1964), and attack 
by bacteriophages (Roper and Marshall, 1979). But, the model simulation of fecal 
coliform transport through tidal wetlands didn’t count the loading from these important 
sediment sources. The model simulation treats tidal wetlands the same as other land 
uses (e.g. forest), where the fecal bacteria in the top soil were carried mostly by surface 
runoff into the water. In tidal wetlands, however, the detachment and resuspension of 
marsh sediments can occur not only by biological processes, but also by three main 
physical processes -  raindrop impacts (true of other land uses), tidal sheet flow and 
wave action. Particle-associated fecal bacteria can be carried away by the water flow 
when sediment particles are detached and suspended by such external forces. So the 
positive model-observation discrepancy during dry times may be due, in part, to fecal
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coliform in intertidal and subtidal sediments of wetlands. The driving force during dry 
times could be tidal sheet flow and wave action, whose persistant and repeating motion 
in tidal wetland environments flush materials in and out of this region.
Equation E.6 shows the relationship between model-observation discrepancy and 
three factors that fall within statistical confidence interval. 1) The discrepancy is 
positively related to tidal wetland area. Although there are some differences in species 
abundance, diversity and richness, tidal wetland area may be a rough indicator of the 
number of animals and therefore the amount of fecal bacteria in a wetland. All the 
selected watersheds are located in the similar geographical and meteorological regions. 
So these regions experienced similar weather patterns in the last 20 years -  the time 
period that samples were collected at water quality monitoring stations and model 
simulations run. 2) The model-observation discrepancy is negatively related to water 
volume. As mentioned earlier in the discussion of the discrepancy under all weather 
conditionss, the volume of water in the embayment will determine the degree of 
dilution of the fecal coliform concentration entering the water body. Even with a large 
loading from a tidal wetland, the fecal coliform concentration still could be low if there 
is a large volume of receiving water in the embayment. Conversely, even with low 
coliform input, the concentration could be high due to the smaller volume of receiving 
water.
3) Tidal wetland shoreline length is negatively related to the model-observation 
discrepancy. The length of tidal wetland shoreline indirectly shows the extent and 
duration of tidal flushing of the tidal wetland surface soil. Longer tidal wetland 
shoreline length might indicate that large amounts of water during flood could easily
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cross through the shoreline and spread over the marsh surface. A tidal wetland with a 
shorter shoreline might imply a relatively narrow opening, so water flow during flood 
tide is slow to pass through compared to a longer shoreline length. Since fecal 
coliforms are particle-associated bacteria, they often attach to the sediment surface. If 
sediment is suspended by physical forces, such as tide-induced water movement, the 
fecal bacteria will be suspended along with the sediment. If the external force is larger 
than fecal bacteria attachment force to the sediment surface, they may separate from 
their associated particles and flow away following the water moving direction. The 
degree of openness to the outside water body, here indicated by tidal wetland shoreline 
length, will influence water movement in and out of the wetland, and therefore, fecal 
coliform transport. For these reasons, tidal wetland area, embayment water volume and 
tidal wetland shoreline length influence the model-observation discrepancy during dry 
times.
Further investigation shows the important role of sediment as a fecal bacteria 
transport medium in tidal wetlands. Physical and biological meanings of the 
discrepancy equation E.6 are interpreted in the following paragraphs to demonstrate 
this role. Tidal wetland area represents how much space it occupies. Shoreline length 
can indicate the degree of exchange with the outside water system. A large value of the 
ratio of wetland area to shoreline length can either mean a tidal wetland with a large 
area, or a tidal wetland with a narrow connection to the adjacent water. A small value 
of the ratio means a small area or a wide connection. In addition, the ratio can be 
related to the water velocity flowing out of a wetland, as shown below. This argument 
is for one tidal cycle.
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A tw  /L tw  — (A tw  * AH)/ (L tw  * AH) E.8
-transaction
Where A t w  = tidal wetland area
Ltw = tidal wetland shoreline length
AH = change of water depth in tidal wetland in a unit of time during 
ebb tide
Vtw = water volume in tidal wetland
Aexchange = exchange area between tidal wetland and embayment water 
Uebb = water velocity when flowing out of tidal wetland 
A large ratio means higher water velocity flowing out, and small ratio indicates lower
water velocity. The equation E.6 can also be converted to a volume ratio:
Where D = model-observation discrepancy
O = observed fecal coliform concentration value 
M = model predicted fecal coliform concentration value 
Vwater = embayment water volume 
So Uebb can represent the water velocity flowing out of tidal wetland, but also can
represent water volume per unit exchange area per unit time flowing out. Vwaterhere can
be thought of as a divisor to standardize the water volume flowing out per unit
exchange area per unit time from a tidal wetland. Because the discrepancy stands for
the fecal coliform concentration difference between observation and model prediction
values, standardized water volume flowing out of the tidal wetland can be used to
directly compare sites, and to explain the role of sediments in fecal bacteria transport
from tidal wetlands into adjacent coastal waters.
D = O -  M E.9
A t w  /  (  V water *  L t w  )  
Uebb I Vwaterwat
Tidal wetlands in the study area are mostly fringe marshes, which are located 
along the edges of the upland. Tidal wetland shoreline can be generally described as a 
boundary between a wetland and adjacent coastal water. During tidal floods and ebbs or 
storm events, coastal waters overflow across the tidal wetland shoreline and distribute 
materials, such as nutrients, sediments, and minerals over the marsh surface. Sediment 
exchange between the tidal wetland and adjacent coastal waters can be influenced by 
the tidal wetland openness, which was characterized by the shoreline length. The 
sediment budget for a tidal wetland is generally affected by whether the wetland is 
flood-dominated or ebb-dominated. Hazelden and Boorman (1999) have stated that 
actively-extending marshes tend to be flood-dominated and net importers of sediment 
and organic matter, while exporting mineral nutrients. Marshes that are not extending, 
however, are usually ebb-dominated, and net exporters of organic matter and sediment. 
So in a flood-dominated system there is more sediment carried into a tidal wetland on a 
flood tide than carried out on an ebb tide. Net sediment inflow builds up marsh 
elevations and extends landward, unless there are some factors impacting these 
processes, such as reduced sediment supply from uplands, and/or increased sea level 
rise. In an ebb-dominated system there is more suspended sediment carried out of a 
tidal wetland and into coastal waters on an ebb tide than carried in on a flood tide. With 
sediments moving in and out of tidal wetlands, an equilibrium state might be reached 
for these natural ecological systems.
What factors can be used to determine whether a tidal wetland is flood-dominated 
or ebb-dominated? Sediment exchange is an important element to illustrate flood or ebb 
dominance, and tidal velocity is considered to be a driving force for sediment transport
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within a tide dominated system. Sediment transport pathway throughout the system can 
be provided by some calculations with theoretical critical threshold current velocity 
values. True critical threshold velocity to initiate sediment transport depends on 
individual sediment property. For example, typically (bed-load) sediment transport is 
related to current velocity in a nonlinear fashion via an equation of the form (Fry and 
Aubrey 1990):
q(t) = C( u(t)2 -  ucr(t)2 )” ................................................................................................... E.10
Where q(t) = (bed-load) sediment transport through the inlet 
C = empirical coefficient (constant) 
u(t) = inlet channel velocity 
U c r ( t )  = critical threshold velocity of sediment 
n = positive number (on the order of 3/2).
An asymmetric tidal velocity record consisting of larger peak flood (directed toward the
bay) velocity (and of shorter duration in time) that is balanced (continuity wise) by a
smaller peak ebb (directed toward ocean) velocity (and of longer duration in time) will
lead to net (bed-load) sediment flux toward the bay (flood dominance). A similar
argument with longer flood velocity duration and higher peak ebb velocity leads to ebb
dominance and net bed-load sediment flux toward the ocean (Walton, 2002). Using this
equation and explanations as a reference, we could say that if Uebb is a large value, it is
possible that the tidal wetland is close to ebb-dominated with net sediment movement
out, and if Uebb is small, the tidal wetland could be more close to a flood-dominant
system with net sediment movement in. So tidal velocity plays an important role in
determining whether a system is flood or ebb dominant, and could be used as indicator
of the direction of net sediment flux.
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This factor, tidal velocity found in the discrepancy equation during dry times after 
conversion, can be used as an “indicator” of the sediment net flux between tidal 
wetland and adjacent coastal waters. But why does the sediment flux relate to the 
model-observation discrepancy during dry times? Since fecal coliform is particle- 
associated bacteria, sediment flux is usually accompanied by fecal bacteria flux if the 
bacteria reside with sediment particles. Another reason is that when the model 
simulated fecal coliform transport in tidal wetlands, sediment had not been considered 
as a source in the model calculation. With the exclusion of the influence from other 
land uses by only looking at the model-observation discrepancy during dry times, if net 
sediment flux in tidal wetland systems could be used to explain the discrepancy, it 
suggests a relationship among discrepancy, sediment flux and fecal coliform transport 
in tidal wetlands. The following discussion explores how they relate to each other.
Since discrepancy (D) = observation (O) -  model prediction (M), and D is 
proportional to the ratio of Atw /Ltw, then Atw /Ltw is proportional to Uet>b, and 
therefore, D is proportional to Uebb- The expression can be: D = O -  M ~ Uebb- As 
discussed earlier, when Uebb is a relatively large value, a tidal wetland system is more 
likely to be ebb-dominant with more sediment transport out. In this case, in the 
expression: D = O -  M ~ Uebb, M must have a small value when the value of Uebb is 
large. The model simulation usually underestimates the fecal coliform concentration in 
the water due to a net sediment flux outward that is not considered. The flux takes away 
more fecal bacteria from tidal wetland sediment than expected and causes the actual 
fecal coliform concentration to be higher than the model prediction. Similar reasoning 
shows that when Uebb is a relatively small value, the tidal wetland system could be
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flood-dominant with net sediment input. In this case, M must be a relatively larger 
value for a small value of D. This is due to a net sediment flux inward, which could 
bring back some fecal bacteria. So in a flood-dominant tidal wetland system, the model 
simulation might be expected to overestimate fecal coliform flux from tidal wetlands. 
However because sediment was not considered in the model simulation, and waters 
outside of tidal wetlands usually have higher salinities and less connection to fecal 
bacteria sources, the concentration of fecal bacteria which have been brought back by 
flood waters is much less than the fecal bacteria concentration in waters. Even with the 
overestimated fecal coliform flux from tidal wetlands in the model, the model still 
underestimates the total amount of fecal coliform flux out of tidal wedands, but the 
discrepancy between model predictions and observed values drops.
Figure 10 show discrepancy values in dry times are greater than zero, and most D 
values are greater than zero. This increases the confidence that there is an extra source 
which was missing in model simulations. From the analysis above, it is possible that 
sediment in tidal wetlands is this missing source. Because sediment in tidal wetlands as 
bacteria transport medium was not considered in model simulations, the observation 
values of fecal coliform concentration in water are usually greater than model 
prediction. In ebb-dominant tidal wetland systems, with more fecal coliform transport 
out due to net sediment output, the discrepancy between observation and model 
prediction increases. In flood-dominant systems, with relatively lower amounts of fecal 
coliform transport out of tidal wetlands due to net sediment input, the discrepancy 
drops. Sediment source should not be ignored in model simulations and this analysis
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supports the idea that tidal wetlands could be a source for fecal bacteria in Virginia 
coastal waters.
Model Sensitivity Test For Wetland-specific Fecal Ciliform Decay Rates
After comparing the model predicted data with observation data, we can see that 
the model could not accurately simulate the fecal coliform transport process from land 
to water. The conclusion from the discussion of discrepancy in dry times shows that an 
extra transport medium-sediments in tidal wetland, is missing or ignored in the model 
simulation. This could be one reason to explain the inaccuracy of the model prediction. 
Since adding sediment as an extra transport medium of fecal coliform from tidal 
wetlands into the model is not the focus for this research, an indirect way was borrowed 
in order to show the model sensitivity or response to the changing fecal coliform 
loading from tidal wetlands. This indirect way is through adjusting the decay rate in 
wetlands to simulate the variable loading of fecal coliform from wetlands.
With wetlands standing alone by assuming other land use areas equal to zero, the 
model response to the changing decay rates in wetlands could be observed more clearly 
because there is no influence from other land uses. From the result in Figure 17, the 
model definitely responds to different fecal coliform decay rates. The decay rate 
indicates fecal coliform mortality per unit time, so it reflects fecal coliform survival rate 
per unit time. When the decay rate is increasing, there is less and less fecal coliform 
surviving after a unit time and vice-versa. Since the amount of surviving fecal coliform 
in wetlands varies with the different assigned decay rates, the number of surviving fecal 
coliforms which could be transported to a water body shifts following these changes. 
This leads to different fecal coliform concentrations in the water as predicted by the
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model, which vary according to assigned parameters. Model responses to the changing 
fecal coliform decay rate prove that the model has the ability to detect the disparity and 
reacts to alternative assignments.
Model Sensitivity Test by Comparing Model and Observation Data
In Figure 17, an obvious model response follows with changing discrepancy for 
each decay rate, which is assumed to have a similar effect on total fecal coliform 
loading from tidal wetlands. Since in 85-4, the fecal coliform concentration discrepancy 
(1.753) using the original decay rate (0.224) is greater than zero, the model prediction 
was normally thought to underestimate the total loading from the whole watershed. 
Through assigning different decay rates, fecal coliform survival rate and maximum 
storage on land change correspondingly. Under these circumstances, the total fecal 
coliform loading from the watershed into the receiving water was expected to change, 
since increasing the decay rate leads to fewer surviving fecal bacteria and vice-versa. 
The result as expected in 85-4 showed that the discrepancy and decay rate have a 
positive non-linear relationship with higher decay rates yielding larger discrepancy, and 
lower decay rate, yielding smaller discrepancy. Lowering the decay rate to a value 
between 0.149 and 0.159 could bring the fecal coliform concentration discrepancy 
between observation and model prediction close to zero.
From a theoretical point of view, lowering the decay rate in wetlands could be 
considered as adding an extra source, which makes the model simulations more accurate, 
when compared to the observation data. But from a realistic point of view, the influence 
from other land uses can’t be excluded. We can argue that by lowering the fecal coliform 
decay rate in forest or other land uses, the fecal coliform concentration discrepancy
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between observation and model prediction could probably have the same effect or a 
better result as lowering it in wedands. Whatever the argument is, lowering the decay rate 
in 85-4 definitely brings down the discrepancy and probably results in better model 
simulation. The important conclusion from the result of model discrepancy analysis 
during dry times mentioned that the discrepancy between observation and model during 
dry times is related to sediment as a fecal coliform transport medium in tidal wetlands. 
This suggests that lowering the fecal coliform decay rate in wetlands instead of other land 
uses could improve model simulation results.
The general trend of discrepancy in 85-4 is slow relative to changing decay rates. 
The reason could be that the impact of wetlands on the fecal coliform loading is 
relatively minor compared to the impact from other land uses. So whether increasing or 
decreasing the decay rate, the total fecal coliform loading from wetlands didn’t have a 
dramatic difference, or the difference in total fecal coliform loading from wetland area 
by different decay rates is small when compared to the fecal coliform loading from the 
whole land area. Another trend in 85-4 is that there is a quick climb from decay rate 
0.149 to 0.159, which is probably attributable to the non-linear activities of fecal 
coliform accumulation rate. Fecal coliform monthly accumulation rates vary with 
temperature, amount of animals in different seasons, their associated fecal coliform 
production rate, etc. Maximum storage of fecal coliform bacteria also varies widely 
depending on factors such as monthly accumulation rate, and fecal coliform decay 
rates. Because of these non-linear accumulation and storage phenomena in the complex 
natural system, the amount of living fecal bacteria could vary dramatically even with 
two close values of decay rates, like 0.149 and 0.159. This dramatic variation could
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cause the big jump seen in Figure 18 even when there are no other changes in the 
environment.
In 85-2, fecal coliform concentration discrepancy (-18.02) at the original decay 
rate is a negative value, as shown in Figure 19. The model prediction was thought to be 
an overestimation when comparing with observation data. The results, as expected, 
demonstrated that there is an increasing trend of discrepancy when the assigned decay 
rates rise from 0.149 to 0.227. At same time, the results also show an unexpected trend, 
which drops down after decay rate 0.227.
The reasons for the expected results are similar to the explanation for 85-4. Since 
the model overestimated fecal coliform loading from the whole watershed area, 
increasing fecal coliform decay rates leads to fewer surviving fecal coliform bacteria, 
which decreases the discrepancy. Conversely, decreasing fecal coliform decay rate 
result in a larger discrepancy. The unexpected results are more difficult to explain. 
There might exist some possible interpretation for the unexpected results. In order to 
further explore this “unexpectedness”, Figure 21 was plotted with the observed and 
model values using 0.232 decay rate, observation value on the X axis, and the FC 
concentration is on the Y axis. The differences between these are characterized as 
having a skewed distribution because of many low values of difference and a few high 
ones. These high values are so large that it probably contributes to the 
“unexpectedness”. Four large peaks in model results, which stand out against the small 
observation values, happened on Jul. 11, 1990, Aug. 9,1990, Oct. 16, 1991, and Jun.
12, 1995. Fecal coliform movement depends on the surface runoff triggered by 
precipitation. Rainfall information was checked before these four special dates.
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Figure 22-1, 22-2, 22-3 and 22-4, respectively, show more than 15 days of rain data 
before each date. The common characteristic among these figures is that it definitely 
rained on each special date and the intensity of rain was mostly higher than 0.1 
inches/hour. The largest difference between model prediction and observation at decay 
rate 0.232 happened on Oct. 16, 1991. The peak of rain intensity on this date was about 
0.08 inches/hour. Although the rain intensity on this day was small, there was sustained 
precipitation, which was generally less than 0.01 inches/hour, throughout this date and 
the day before. This phenomenon only happened on Oct. 16, 1991, which is quite 
different from the other special dates. The explanation for the “unexpectedness”, 
therefore, is that the precipitation during the special dates and the dates before probably 
attributed to the model overestimation of fecal coliform concentration in the water. On 
Oct. 16, 1991, even though the rain intensity is not strong, the continuing precipitation 
could be accumulated in the model simulation and lead to overestimating the amount of 
fecal coliform that could be washed away. Another possible reason is that the non­
linear fecal coliform monthly accumulation rate and maximum storage might coincide 
with the effect of precipitation on the fecal coliform transport process during the model 
simulation.
Two model sensitivity tests demonstrate that the model definitely responds to the 
fecal coliform decay rate in wetlands. When the model underestimates its concentration 
in the water, the model prediction probably becomes more accurate by lowering the 
fecal coliform decay rate. Similar reasoning shows that increasing decay rate leads to 
more accurate model prediction when the model overestimates the concentration. If a 
fecal coliform transport medium could be added into the model to serve as this
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adjustment, assuming this medium naturally existed but is ignored in the model, and if 
sediment in tidal wetlands was proven to be this medium and added into the model, the 
model will more closely simulate the natural fecal coliform transport process from land 
into water. In the discussion of discrepancy during dry times, sediment in tidal wetlands 
was suggested to serve as the fecal coliform transport medium. That is, net sediment 
transport in tidal wetlands determined the net transport of fecal coliform bacteria, which 
has a similar effect as raising or lowering the fecal coliform decay rate in wetland. The 
results from sub watershed 85-2 and 85-4 demonstrate that the model predicted 
discrepancy could move close to zero by adjusting the fecal coliform decay rate in 
wetlands. That means that tidal wetlands have the potential in the model simulation to 
adjust the model predicted accuracy even if they only occupy small space in the whole 
watershed in Virginia.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we have attempted to explore the role of tidal wetland in fecal 
coliform transport from land to shellfish growing water in Virginia. Three major 
methods have been applied to address this major objective -  Seasonal comparison, 
Discrepancy analysis through statistical regression, and Model sensitivity tests.
From the results of the seasonal comparison analysis, high temperature seems to 
favor the growth or survival of fecal coliform bacteria in summer. Temperature 
definitely influences the fecal coliform surviving rate. But it is difficult to decide the 
net effect of the temperature on the fecal coliform surviving rate. The analysis 
compared the fecal coliform concentration in summer and winter during dry times, 
which excluded the influence from uplands. Fecal coliform loading from tidal 
wetlands cannot be neglected, because the tidal or/and wave-induced current could 
carry the fecal bacteria from tidal wetland sediment into the adjacent coastal water. It 
is hard to determine which factor contributes more to the higher amount of fecal 
coliform found in shellfish growing water in summer — the temperature influence or 
the tidal wetlands as a source of fecal bacteria.
The purpose of discrepancy analysis was to determine some factors, which 
caused the discrepancy in model prediction compared to observation data. If the 
factors related to tidal wetlands, we could say that tidal wetlands definitely play a role 
during the fecal bacteria transport process. The discrepancy happens either because
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this role has not been completely recognized until now or the role has not been 
correctly transformed into certain equations in the model simulation. There is the 
argument as a hot topic now, about wetland as a source/sink to the nutrient, 
sediments, as well as the fecal bacteria. That means that the role of tidal wetlands has 
not been completely understood and recognized. Then it is impossible to transform 
the role of tidal wetland into equation form in the model since it is still in the research 
and discussion stage. From the results in the discrepancy analysis using statistical 
regression, and the discussion by converting the regression equation into the terms, 
which have certain physical meanings behind them, the sediment in tidal wetlands as 
a fecal coliform bacteria transport medium has been brought out to explain the 
discrepancy between observation and model prediction. In ebb-dominant tidal 
wetland system, with more fecal coliform transport out due to net sediment output, 
the discrepancy between observation and model prediction increases. In flood- 
dominant system, with relatively lower amount of fecal coliform transport out of tidal 
wetland due to net sediment input, the discrepancy drop. Through analysis between 
discrepancy and sediment flux, sediment source can’t be ignored in model simulation 
and other similar situation. Tidal wedands’ role in fecal coliform transport could be 
embodied through the net sediment transport between tidal wetland and adjacent 
coastal water. The error analysis suggests that the sediment exchange between tidal 
wetland and adjacent water could introduce the model prediction errors without 
carefully identifying and understanding this additional source. Model should 
incorporate not only three factors in the model simulation, but also the fate of 
sediment activity. During dry times, sediment transport seems to control the fc
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transport in the tidal wetland. During wet weather, sediments from tidal wetland as 
well as from upland will be distributed to the adjacent water in a very short time and 
the risk of fecal contamination will increase dramatically. By better understanding the 
sediment influence on FC transport process, it will provide some reference, such as to 
where to set the water quality station and in what time to collect water samples in 
tidal water. And also provide some reference to the water quality management and 
allocation or reallocation of the point and non-point pollutant source on shellfish 
growing water.
Since the model is the major tool in this research, testing model sensitivity 
could give us some confidence that model predicted accuracy can be improved by 
adjusting certain parameters. In the first test, the model definitely responds to the 
varied fecal coliform decay rates in wetland, which is assumed to have an effect 
similar to changing fecal coliform loading from wetlands. The results from 
sub watershed 85-2 and 85-4 demonstrate that model prediction discrepancy can move 
close to zero by adjusting fecal coliform decay rates in wetlands. This means that 
tidal wetlands have the potential in the model simulation to determine the model 
predicted accuracy, even if they only occupy a small proportion of the whole 
watershed. But these tests are based on the imagination. The reality is much more 
complicated. Adding the sediment as an additional source in model simulation, it 
generally includes three steps. First is to identify this source. In this research, possible 
reason have been collected to prove the sediment as the source of FC loading, even 
though it still needs more investigation. Second step is to understanding the process.
In this research, the sediment budget or sediment exchanges between tidal wetland
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and adjacent water have been suggested to have influence on FC transport by the 
error analysis on the model prediction. Three factors have been recommended to put 
into model simulation. The third step is adding the source into the model by 
transforming into certain equations. This is going to be the future works.
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Figure 1. Condemned Shellfish Water in Virginia within the project of Development of 
Shellfish TMDLs for Virginia
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Figure 2. Six selected sites from Virginia estuaries and their upstream watershed 
inside the project area ( Piankatank River watershed includes two sites).
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Figure 3. Delineated sub watersheds. Six selected watersheds were delineated and 
grouped into small sub watersheds according to the river branches. Each 
subwatershed was labeled with delineation inside the subwtershed. 
Legend:
Labeled color area — Subwatersheds selected for this research 
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Figure 4. Tidal prism segments in watershed river branches.
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Figure 5. Tidal wetlands in Watershed No. 7.
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Figure 6. Fecal coliform decay curve and its accumulated storage at decay rate 0.224 
with time in days as X axis.
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Figure 7. Individual fecal coliform concentration distribution during dry times 
summer and in winter.
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Figure 8. Hydrologic calibration from subwatershed 85-4. The blue line is observed flow 
data from USGS gage station and the red line is model predicted flow data
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Figure 9. Comparison between model data from sub watershed 85-4 and observation 
data from water quality monitoring station 85-5D, one is three-year 
simulation, the other is ten-year simulation.. Black line represents the 
fecal coliform simulation from model output; the red dots display the fecal 
coliform observed data from water quality monitoring station
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Figure 10. Distribution of discrepancy between model prediction and observation data 
under all weather conditionss and during dry times.
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Figure 11. Individual residuals for regression analysis under all weather conditions.
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Figure 12. Histogram of standardized residuals and normal probability of the 
standardized residuals under all weather conditions.
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Figure 13. Individual residuals for regression analysis during dry times.
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Figure 14. Histogram of standardized residuals and normal probability of the 
standardized residuals during dry times.
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Figure 15. Relationship between discrepancy during dry times and its associated 
variables -  the ratio of tidal wetlands area to the product of 
embayment water volume and tidal wetland shoreline length.
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Figure 16. Plot of discrepancy during dry times versus the ratio of tidal wetlands area 
to the product of embayment water volume and tidal wetland shoreline 
length without considering 3 outliers.
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Figure 17. Differentials variation with assigned fecal coliform decay rate for model 
sensitivity test with assumption that land use area except wetland equals 
zero.
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Figure 18. Discrepancy variation with assigned fecal coliform decay rates 
subwatershed 85-4 for the second model sensitivity test.
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Figure 19. Discrepancy variation with assigned fecal coliform decay rates 
subwatershed 85-2 for the second model sensitivity test.
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Figure 20. Land use distribution in six watersheds.
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Figure 21. Comparison between Observed Fecal Coliform Concentration 
and Model Predicted Concentration using Decay Rate 0.232.
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Figure 22. More than 15 days rain data before each special date. 
Figure 22-1 shows rain data before Jul. 11, 1990. 
Figure 22-2 shows rain data before Aug. 9, 1990. 
Figure 22-3 shows rain data before Oct. 16, 1991. 
Figure 22-4 shows rain data before Jun. 12, 1995.
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Table 1. Land Use groupings from NLCD categories to model categories. To meet land 
use requirements in watershed model, NLCD land use classifications are 
grouped into 8 categories.
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Table 2. Land use area in each sub watershed.
Watershed ID Land use Categorization in Models Land use Area (Acres)
7 Barren 51.60
7 Cropland 5353.67
7 Forest 14198.51
7 Pasture 7119.27
7 Urbanlmpervious 776.58
7 UrbanPervious 776.58
7 Water 644.45
7 Wetlands 1307.24
13 Barren 839.95
13 Cropland 3781.11
13 Forest 26782.34
13 Pasture 4598.22
13 Urbanlmpervious 452.50
13 UrbanPervious 452.50
13 Water 491.71
13 Wetlands 903.34
34 Barren 0.00
34 Cropland 1353.50
34 Forest 4304.85
34 Pasture 1342.80
34 Urbanlmpervious 277.96
34 UrbanPervious 277.96
34 Water 248.85
34 Wetlands 116.54
35 Barren 0.00
35 Cropland 5394.62
35 Forest 29169.65
35 Pasture 3424.87
35 Urbanlmpervious 558.19
35 UrbanPervious 558.19
35 Water 440.78
35 Wetlands 2577.54
54 Barren 1096.40
54 Cropland 1777.15
54 Forest 9164.41
54 Pasture 2639.59
54 Urbanlmpervious 14444.49
54 UrbanPervious 14444.49
54 Water 1148.66
54 Wetlands 4393.39
85 Barren 0.00
85 Cropland 3220.01
85 Forest 4459.87
85 Pasture 2511.93
85 Urbanlmpervious 199.68
85 UrbanPervious 199.68
85 Water 51.59
85 Wetlands 292.01
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Table 3. Fecal coliform production rate per animal per day.
Concentration in feces Fecal coliform production rate
FC/g Ref. F'C/day (seasonal) Ref. Comments
Cat 7.9E+06 1 5.013+09 4
Dog 2.3E+07 1 5.0E+09 4
Chicken 1.3E+06 1 1.9E+08 4
Chicken 2.4E+08 9
Cow 2.3E+05 1 1.1E+11 4 Average o f  dairy and beef
B ee f cattle 5.4E+09 9
Deer 1.0E+02 6 2.5E+04 6 Assum e 250 g/day
Deer 5.0E+08 9 Best professional. Judgment
Duck 4.5E+09 4 Average o f  3 sources
Duck 3.3F.+07 1 1.1E+10 9
Canada G eese 4.9E+10 4
Canada G eese 3.6E+04 3 9.0E+06 3
Canada G eese 1.5E+04 8 3.8E+06 8 A ssum e 250 g/day (3)
Horse 4.2E+08 4
Pig 3.3E+06 1 5.513+09 4
Pig 8.9E+09 9
Sea Gull 3.7E+08 8 3.7E+09 8 Assum e 10 g/day
Sea gull 1.9E+09 5 Mean o f  four species
Rabbit 2.0E+01 2
Raccoon 1.0E+09 6 1.0E+11 6 A ssum e 100 g/day
Sheep 1.6E+07 1 1.5E+10 4
Sheep 1.8E+10 9
T urkey 2.9E+05 1 1.1E+08 4
Turkey 1.3E+08 9
Rodent 1.6E+05 1
Muskrat 3.4E+05 6 3.4E+07 6
Human 1.3E+07 1 2.0E+09 4
Septage 4.0E+05 7 1.0E+09 7 Assum ing 70/gal/day/person
Reference:
l.G eldreich, E. and E. A. Kenner. 1969. Concepts o f  fecal streptococci in stream pollution. J. Wat. Pollut. Control bed. 4E R 336-R 352.
2.Geldreich. E., E. C. Best. B. A. Kenner, and D. J. Van Donsel. 1968. The bacteriological aspects o f  storm water
pollution. J. Wat. Pollut. Control Fed. 40:1861-1872.
3.H ussong, D ., J. M. Damare, R. J. Limpert, W. J. L. Sladcn, R. M. W einer, and R. R. C olw ell. 1979. M icrobial impact o f  Canada geese
(Branta canadensis) and w histling swans (Cygnus columbianus colum bianus) on aquatic system s. Appl. Environ. Microbial. 37.14-20.
4 .U .S . Environmental Protection Agency. 2001. Protocol for D evelop ing Pathogen TM DLs. EPA 841-R -00-002.
O ffice o f  Water (4503F), United States Environmental Protection A gency, W ashington, DC. 132 pp.
5 .Gould. D. J. and M. R. Fletcher. 1978. Gull droppings and their effects on water quality. Wat. Res. 12:665-672.
6.Kator, H. and M. W. Rhodes. 1996. Identification o f  pollutant sources contributing to degraded sanitary water quality
in Taskinas Creek National Estuarine Research Reserve. Virginia. Special Report in Applied Marine
Science and Ocean Engineering No. 336. The C ollege o f  W illiam  and Mary, V IM S/School o f  M arine Science.
7. Kator. H.. and M. W. Rhodes. 1991 Evaluation o f  B acteroides fragilis  bacteriophage, a candidate hum an-specific indicator o f  fecal
contamination for shellfish-grow ing waters. A final report prepared under N O A A  Cooperative Agreement N A 90A A -H -F D 234.
Prepared and submitted to N O A A . Southeast Fisheries Science Center. Charleston Laboratory, Charleston, SC. 98 pp.
8. A lderisio. K. A. and N. DeLuca. 1999. Seasonal enumeration o f  fecal coliform  bacteria from the feces o f  ring-billed
gulls (Earus delawarensis) and Canada geese (Branta canadensis). Appl. Environ. Microbial. 65:5628-5630.
9. TM DI, report attributed to M etcalf and Eddy 1991 (Potmatac Headwaters o f  W est V A )
(From Howard Kator, 2004)
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Table 4. The number of livestock in each subwatershed.
Selected Watershed Number SubWatershed Livestock Count
7 007004 Goat 2
7 007004 Horse 4
7 007004 Domestic Fowl 25
7 007032 Domestic Fowl 15
7 007032 Goat 5
7 007032 Horse 3
13 013014 Horse 6
13 013024 Goat 1
13 013024 Horse 4
13 013024 Pig 1
13 013040 Cow 30
13 013043 Canine 30
13 013001 Cow 25
13 013001 Horse 4
13 013001 Goat 8
13 013009 Domestic Fowl 20
13 013009 Horse 5
13 013009 Canine 30
13 013009 Cow 15
13 013080 Domestic Fowl 25
13 013006 Cow 7
13 013005 Pig 5
13 013005 Domestic Fowl 30
13 013005 Chicken 30
13 013073 Horse 7
34 034005 Domestic Fowl 25
34 034005 Horse 5
34 034008 Chicken 1500
34 034010 Cow 20
35 035012 Cow 104
35 035003 Horse 5
35 035009 Cow 6
35 035014 Cow 2
35 035014 Horse 5
35 035014 Pheasant 35
35 035001 Horse 20
54 054004 Horse 50
54 054013 Canine 30
54 054006 Horse 35
54 054024 Cow 6
54 054024 Domestic Fowl 160
54 054024 Goat 9
54 054024 Horse 4
— Continued for Table 4 --
Selected Watershed Number SubWatershed Livestock Count
54 054024 Pig 5
54 054024 Rabbits 25
54 054024 Sheep 8
54 054024 Horse 6
54 054015 Cow 20
54 054015 Domestic Fowl 200
54 054015 Goat 12
54 054015 Horse 21
54 054015 Horse 10
54 054007 Horse 5
54 054007 Peacock 3
54 054007 Canine 5
54 054007 Geese 15
54 054007 Goat 1
54 054007 Horse 10
54 054007 Pig 1
54 054016 Horse 20
54 054017 Cow 90
54 054017 Horse 10
54 054018 Horse 10
54 054018 Horse 8
54 054019 Horse 6
54 054008 Horse 5
85 085017 Cow 20
85 085004 Cow 20
85 085004 Cow 30
85 085018 Domestic Fowl 30
85 085018 Geese 10
85 085018 Goat 3
85 085018 Pig 2
85 085006 Horse 4
85 085005 Sheep 12
85 085007 Horse 25
85 085019 Goat 20
85 085009 Horse 11
85 085009 Pig 30
85 085009 Pig 20
85 085009 Horse 2
85 085008 Cow 4
85 085008 Horse 3
85 085008 Horse 5
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Table 5. The number of wildlife in each watershed
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Table 6. Dry times in subwatershed 85-2. Table lists dry times for subwatershed 85-2 
during the observation time at water quality monitoring station 85-13A.
Regrouped
Subwatershed Tidal Prism Segement Water Quality Gage Station Dry Date
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 7-Mar-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 23-Apr-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 11-Jun-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 14-Aug-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 10-Sep-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 14-Nov-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 23-Dec-1985
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 21-Jan-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 8-Apr-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 27-May-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 18-Jun-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 15-Sep-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 12-Nov-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 17-Dec-1986
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 25-Mar-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 13-Apr-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 27-May-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 18-Jun-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 20-Jul-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 26-Oct-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 18-Nov-1987
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 3-Feb-1988
85-2 i
■'tfCOi
LO00 2 85-13A 8-Jun-1988
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 20-Sep-1988
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 17-Nov-1988
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 14-Feb-1989
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 16-May-1989
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 12-Sep-1989
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 11-Oct-1989
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 14-Nov-1989
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 15-Mar-1990
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 11-Jul-1990
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 25-Sep-1990
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 10-0ct-1990
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 12-Feb-1991
85-2 85_B4_ 2 85-13A 18-Mar-1991
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 9-Apr-1991
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 11-Jun-1991
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 10-Jul-1991
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 12-Aug-1991
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 11-Sep-1991
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 9-Dec-1991
85-2 85__B4__2 85-13A 9-Apr-1992
— Continued for Table 6 —
Regrouped
Subwatershed Tidal Prism Segement Water Quality Gage Station Dry Date
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 11-Aug-1992
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 10-Nov-1992
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 10-Dec-1992
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 13-Jul-1993
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 13-Sep-1993
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 13-Oct-1993
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 9-Mar-1994
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 7-Apr-1994
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 13-Jun-1994
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 4-Nov-1994
85-2 85_B4_2 85-13A 15-Dec-1994
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 15-Feb-1995
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 16-Mar-1995
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 12-Jun-1995
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13 A 14-Aug-1995
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 12-Sep-1995
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 6-Dec-1995
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 21-May-1996
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 19-Jun-1996
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 11-Dec-1996
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 12-Mar-1997
85-2 85_B4_2 85-13A 9-Apr-1997
85-2 85_B4_2 85-13A 3-Jun-1997
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 18-Aug-1997
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 16-Oct-1997
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 18-Dec-1997
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 9-Apr-1998
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 9-Jun-1998
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 22-Sep-1998
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 19-Oct-1998
85-2 85 B4 2 85-13A 19-Nov-1998
85-2 85_B4_2 85-13A 3-Dec-1998
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Table 7. Subwatershed area except tidal wetland area, embayment water volume and 
embayment shoreline length for each subwatershed.
Subwatershed
Number
Watershed Area except 
Tidal Wetland (m2)
Embayment Shoreline 
Length (m)
Water Volume in 
Each River Branch (m3)
13-11 5244531.68 3983.0 187020
13-12 4767119.21 6720.3 481050
13-13 8505133.47 8307.4 372780
13-15 14973175.66 9046.8 519120
13-16 1803586.94 6035.0 352980
13-5 5437872.76 13934.0 1641150
13-7 2904374.73 7957.6 403650
13-9 7689175.15 5977.2 370080
34-1 3277252.82 5415.1 142200
34-2 6176217.76 5907.7 172440
34-3 15709803.92 9592.7 360540
34-4 6724550.89 6657.5 202140
35-1 20903225.81 6258.4 155520
35-2 32775401.07 3699.0 61290
35-3 69984243.11 31707.1 1243620
35-4 33527002.97 5623.3 1129860
54-1 591300.60 3031.8 5254380
54-2 6580814.19 7270.5 2335860
54-3 27165441.18 16170.5 73890
54-4 9588227.94 5591.5 767250
54-5 23356356.97 59306.7 3438990
7-1 5388280.77 9078.8 1324170
7-2 8601152.62 8458.6 432810
7-3 14222109.02 5944.5 279180
7-4 54388749.37 12705.5 1082880
7-5 1604705.97 4704.6 408510
7-6 24332330.56 10224.4 1375020
7-7 32136576.79 15566.9 1644750
7-8 5722049.20 4595.8 367470
85-1 119237471.30 9651.1 152010
85-2 22085014.41 3657.1 153270
85-3 20474291.71 10573.1 585360
85-4 29809367.83 20333.9 910080
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Table 8. Tidal wetland area and tidal wetland shoreline length in each subwatershed.
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Table 9. Discrepancy under all weather conditions and the associated variables 
each subwatershed.
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Table 10. Discrepancy during dry times and the associated variables in each 
sub watershed and tidal wetland.
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Table 11. Differentials between assigned fecal coliform decay rate and original decay 
rate (0.224) for model sensitivity test with assumption that land use area 
except wetland equals zero.
Decay Rate (1/Day) Differentials
0.5 214.7731
0.35 119.6565
0.325 100.2299
0.3 79.8154
0.275 57.6724
0.25 33.0664
0.232 11.5186
0.227 5.2382
0.224 0.0000
0.221 3.3089
0.216 9.5691
0.209 19.2525
0.184 59.6459
0.159 101.5273
0.134 156.1939
0.109 221.1937
0.05 462.4381
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Table 12. Fecal coliform concentration discrepancy between observation and model 
prediction with each assigned decay rate in subwatershed 85-2 and 85-4 for 
the second model sensitivity test.
Decay rate (1/Day) Discrepancy in 85-2 Discrepancy in 85-4
0.125 ~ -36.48
0.149 -63.77 -35.98
0.159 -63.65 1.29
0.221 ~ 1.74
0.224 -18.02 1.75
0.227 14.45 1.78
0.232 -17.94 1.80
